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Limitations cm reactor pulse repetition rate

respect to assurance of first wall protection in

fusion reactor concepts, in which restoration of

and uncert~:ties with

LA5L wetted-wa’11 inertial

cavity conditions to those

required for acceptable driver energy pulse transmission following pellet

microexplosion is accormlished by exhaust of ablated liquid metal through

nozzles and protective films are formed by forcing liquid metals through

porous first walls, can be circumvented through alternat~e methods of

cavity clearing and protective film formation. W@+ wploratory analyses

indicate that our modified wetted-wall concept, in which protective liquid

metal films are injected directly onto cavity walls through slit nozzles to

ensure first wall protection and are held there by centrifugal forces and

cavity clearing occurs by condensation of vapcr on filni liquid not ablated

as a result of pellet x ray and debris ion energy deposition, can be

operated at s(lbstant.’ally higher repetition rates. The new mode of

ope~ation appears to bc attractive for heav,y ion fusion, f~r which

constraints on cavity design options may be more severe, as well as laser

fusion. Numerical results of the exploratory analyses, plus discussion of

aspects ~f the new cor,cept req~iring further work, are presented.



Introduction

The original Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory wetted-wall inertial

fusion reactcr concept for commercial applications 1’2 incluaes:

* protection of reactor cavity first walls from damage by soft x rays and

pellet debris ions released by pellet microexplosions by thin liquid

metal (lithium) iilms formed by forcing the liquid metal through porous

metal liners and

* restoration of conditions (reduction in cavity atmosphere atom number

density to an ill-defined critical value) necessary for transmission of

driver (lasers or heavy-ion accelerators) energy pulses through the

cavity from beam ports to pellets without unacceptable loss in quality

(energy and focusability) by exhaust of vapor generated by abl~tion of

the liquid metal protective films through a nozzle,w~ : ?iqm++m tal

spray .~~ain a Io~ zle,

“&

Two primary potential shortcomings of this concept have induced us to

examine a modification of the original wetted-wall concept :~)limitations on
4

reactor pulse repetition rates an~%~arriers to adaptation of wetted-wall

re+ctors for use with heavy-ion drivers. There is also some concern about

satisfactory long-term protection of first walls (integrity of the porous

liner over extended periods of operation).

Therefore, we have performed an exploratory analysis of a modification

of the original wetted-wall concept, illustrated schematically in Fig, 1,

that involves:

● direct injection of protective liquid metal films through slit nozzles

onto cavity fir:+ walls to provtde positive coverage at a throughput

sufficiently great that all

removed as sensihlc heat of

fusion energy trapped In th cavity can be

the l~quid ~

with a modest temperature rise and

● cl~arfng of vapor from cavities between pellet microexplosions by

condensation onto liquid metal not evaporated as a result of x ray and

pellet debris heating and removal through simple drains in the bottoms

of the cavtti,es.



~etted-Wall Reactor Cavity P$enomenoloqy

The sequence of events in a wetted-wall reactor cavit~ following a pellet

micro~xplosion can be suntnarized as follows. Soft x-ray photons enitted by

the expanding pellet debris plasma and the debris ions themselves, both ot low

penetrating power, deposit their energy in thin surface layers uf the liquid

metal films protecting c?vity first walls over a very short time interval. If

the films are thin, very l~ctle ~ neutron energy is deposited in them.

Part ~ of the liquid metal in the films is vapor?zed, keated to high

temperature, and expands 10 fill the cavity. If the reactor has been supplied

with an exhaust nozzle~~~

ma” “~ and the walls of the reactor cavity are sufficiently hut,

then vapor will leave the ctvity through the nozzle without condensing. This

means of restoration of original cavity conditions corresponds te the

postulated mode of operation of the reference wetted-wall cc~ncept and involves

extraction of fusion energy trapped in the cavity from the c.~vity as latent

and sensible heat of the vapor.

If, on the other hand, there is no ‘Iozzle, but Lhe cavity walls dre cooled

or cool liquid metal is pumped through the cavity at a sufficiently high rate,

then the vapor will condense onto the cavity walls or liquid metal in the

protective films that was not vaporized by Lhe pellet microexplosion. Fusion

energy trapped in the cavity is thus removed by conduction Lhrough the c~vlty

walls or as sensible heat of the liquid. The latter of these two design

options corresponds to the modified wetted-wall reactor concept to which we
~. .—— —

will devote most of our attention.~~lfin
.-
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The temperatures required to prevent all condensation of evaporated liquid

metals seriously considered for fluid wall reactcr applications arc relatively

high (too high, e.g., for steels) and the flow of new, cool liquid msta!

\’

J

through porous first wall, to form protective films is continuous. Therefore,

the original wetted-wall concept nwst involve~c%~densation, as well as exhaust

through a nozzle. a~ot the Ni;r~d

kiet~.-l~–~~ ~xra~e.~
me~ L

vafw—rtmevd~d~v Ities.



Hetted-Wall Reactor Cavity Phenomenology

The sequence of events in a wetted-wall reactor cavity following a pellet

rnicmexplosion can be sunwnarized &s follows. Soft x-ray photons mitted by

the ●xpanding pellet debris plasma and the debris ions themselves, both of low

penetrating power, deposit their energy in thin surface layers of the liquid

metal films protecting cavity first walls over a very short time interval. If

the films are thin, very little ~ neutron energy is deposited in then.

Part - of the liquid metal in the films is vaporized, heated to hig~

temperature. and expands to fill the cavity. lf the reactor has been supplie:

with an exhaust nozzle~ lC

ma ~ and the walls of the reactor cavity are sufficiently hot,

then vapor will leave the cavity through the nozzle without condensing. This

means of restoration of original cavity conditions corresponds to the

postulated mode of operation of the reference wetted-wall concept and involve~

extraction of fusion energy trapped in the cavity from the cavity ds Iatert

and sensible heat of the vapor.

If, on the other hand, there is no nozzle, but the cavity walls are cocl’e:

or cool liquid metal is pumped through the cavity at a sufficiently nigh ra~s,

then the vapor will condense onto the cavity walls or liquid metal in thr

protective films that was not vaporized by the pellet microexp;osion. Fl~sion

energy trapped in the cavity is thus removed by conduction througn the ca,’ity

walls or as sensible heat of the liquid. The latter of these two desigr

options corresponds to the modifi~d wetted-wall reactor concept to wh]ch we
~ —~-—

will devote most of our attention.~~,
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metals seriously considered for fluid wall reactor application are relatively

high (too high, e.g., for steels) and the flow of new, cool liquid met,~l
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flow of liquid nwtal through the cavities is great enough that the

*

*
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free surface temperature of the liquid metal remaining on cavity

walls following pellet microexplo$ions rapidly relaxes to and remains

at values low enough that driving forces for evaporation become

negligible in comparison to driving forces for condensation.

For conventional wetted-wall reactor cavities, a convergent-divergent

nozzle with downstream pressure sufficiently low that flow through

the throat is sonic at all times is used.

For conventional wetted-wall reactors, condensatio~ does not occur.

Condensation and exhaust through nozzles can be approximated as

quasi-static processes with acceptable accuracy.

The liquid metal protective film surface area a~’~ilable for

condensation in modified wetted-wall reactor cavities equals the

first wall s~jrface area (the effects of condensaiio-l to form drops,

film fragmentation, surface waves, thick films, etc., that tend to

alter surface area are negligible and beam ports, who~e cumulative

cross sectional area is only a few percent of the tctal first wall

area, act as v~por sinks of capacity equivalent to liquid metal films

of

Fo’

is

areas equal to their cross-sectional areas).

lowing cavity blowdown, the mass of vapor remaining in the cavity

negligibly small (low pressures).

Th~ criterion for acceptable driver energy pulse transmission through

cavity atmospheres is reduction in vapor atom density to or below a

critical value...

Amass balance for the vapor phase in the reactor cavities that

encompasses both conventional and modified wetted-wall concepts can be

exp?essed as:



(net rate of aCCWIhlZItlOn of mass in the vapor phase in the Cavity] +

(net rate of removal of mass from the vapor phase in the cavity

through condensation on remaining liquid metal in protective fl]mS) +

(net rate Of reITIOvalOf mass from the vapor phase in the Cavity by

flow through nozzles) = G ;1,

The SeCOnd term is zero for the Conventional wettecI-Well reactor Cawllj

model defined at)~veand tle third term is zero fo- tne modified

Wettecl-Wall mocei . The first term can be written as:

where V
c’

0, and t are respectively tne reactcr cavity volunle, the

uniform, quasi-steady clensity of vapor in the cavl~y, and time.

From simole ideal gas kinetic theory, tne flux @* of molecules

thrOuqh a reference plafiE in elth~r dlreCt iOn in a pure, uniform,

quiescent gas 1s given tIy:

where h, P, M, ana T are respectively the ideal gas constan:

and the pressure, molecular tielght, and absolute Temperature of

the gas. !f there is a net current @ througl. the reference ._—- 7 ‘“’‘C’---’~____ . _ _._— --”-
plane, then the flux @QthrougFl the plane in the direc~ion Gf

the c~rrent is given by:

r—‘T f(A)#+-o ~



where:

2
f (A) s e-A + s A [1 +erf (L)]

*b”,

r
2S!T

A - 4+IP ~

and f(A) is greater thdn one for d+ greater than zero.3 Now

d=@+-d- (7 )

Our model for cavity blowdown ir,cludes uniformity of the vapor phase

remaining in the cavity at all times and negligibility of d- at liquid

metal film surfac~s at which condensation is occurring. Therefore, for

wour mdel the lux of molecules striki;g liquid metal film surfaces is
P

given by:

If we denote the fraction of molecules striking the surface that actually

condense, the so-called condensation or accommodation or sticking

coefficient, by CI,then the rate of condensation in a modified ~etted

Mall reactor cavity can be expressed as:

Existing theory for estimating u is not considered reliable and

xperimental values fur u are scarce , with unambiguous measurements

pparently performed only very recently. Because we have no experimental

ata for systems of po’;ential interest for modified wetted-wall

pplicattons, we havz used d value of one for O, while being aware that

eported values for some liquid metal systems are somewhat lower and

~parently tend to decrease apDruximately linearly with decrease in \
, “flti

9nperature.

d

For very rapid condensation, other effects will act to - ! “’’’”‘ ‘

?duce cor nsation rates, but by taking f(k) <-as unity we believe that
q,. CL

Ie above simple expression for t!~econdensation rate in modified



wetted-wall reactors will be conservative or at worst will not seriously

overestimate co.ldensation rates.

The mass flow rate of vapor from a cavity through a nozzle at sonic

velocity is given by the produce of vapor density PT and vapor sonic

velocity aT in the nozzle throat and the cross-sectional area AT of

the throat. Vapor conditions in the nozzle throat can be related to

quasi~quilibrium reservoir conditions for an ideal gas according to:

1

()+
To (1’J

pT =

aT =“i 5

where the sound

a
p)

speed in the vapor in the cavity a is given by

a=FF=E p)

and Y is the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure c
P

to the specific heat at constant volume Cv for the vapor.

The expressions for the three terms in the cavity vapor

mass balance can be assembled to give:

(/’, )

For an ideal gas undergoing adiabatic, reversible expansion:

.[)
,-1

T=Tof
o

where the subscript o denotes initial values. Also, for an

ideal gas:



The cavity vapor mass balance can therefore be transformed

nto a differential equation relating a single Independent

ariable and single dependent variable-,

e solution to this equation that satisfies the initial

ndi’;ior:

, /-)(’)+ ()1%

Q = PO. t =6” “

%
p= O./(l ++ct) y

s result can be transformed into equations giving cavity

osphere pressure and Wnperatb”e as functions of time:

4
p“+”/fi++c]y -

(-) I’)

number of moles m and num.ier density N of vapor in the

ty as a function of time can be computed using the

Iective relations:

pvc 7

m.—
[’-) ))

M



where NAV Is Avogadro’s number.

The time t* required for the cavity vapor number density to

fall to th( critical valtieN* required for acceptable

transmission of driver energy pulses follGwing pellet

microexplosions is obtained by inverting Equation 20 and

combining with Equation “~ to arrive at:

~

[.

N*vpo \ 2
‘* = [ MN* ) I/y-1 ‘;’, c

For cavity clearing by exhaust through a nozzle C reduces to:

and for clearing by condensation C becomes:

The ratio of cavit~’ blowdowrl time for the modified wetted-wall

concept to that for the conventional wetted-wall concept is

simply:

He see that, except for the factor:

..



which has the respective values 0.726 and 0.685 for monoatomic

(Y = 5/3) and diatomic (Y = 7/5) ideal gases, the ratio of

blowdown times is given by the ratio of nozzle throat area to

cavity first wall area. Because:

~/AC<< 1

i.e., typically less than 0.1, cavity clearing times when

condensation is the mechanism by which vapor is removed are

much le~s than when exhaust through supersonic nozzles is the

mode of cavity clearing, everything else being equal. It is

also interesting to note that according to Eq. (2$), t*

decreases with increase in To, Po, ro, ~, Vc, N*, and

AT/AC respectively when all Ott(er parameter values are held

constant.

‘rediction of the exact amount of vapor generated by a

pellet microexplosion is still problematical and the

application of our best available tools to this problem

requires considerable resources. Therefore for the present we

have parametrized the problem. The slower-moving pellet

debris ions are expected to encounter liquid metal ablated by

the faster-moving x-ray photons and deposit at least a

substantial fraction of tneir kinetic and excitation energy in

vapor. X-ray energy may similarly be partitioned between vapor

sensible heat and latent heat of vaporization. We project that

liquid sensible heat effects due to pellet soft x-rays and

debris ions prior to condensation of evaporated material will

be small and therefore we neglect pellet x-ray and debris ion

energy that does not initially go Into evaporatiorl of liquid

and heating of the vapor. The modest amount of volumetricz!ly

Ieposited ~,~eutron and hard x-ray energy will play a

~egligible role in forming and heating vapor. If the partition

]etween heat of vaporization and vapor sensible heat is

!xpressed in terms of the fraction fv that goes into

~aporization and YXD represents the fUSiOn energy release per

~icroexplosion that appears as soft x-ray and ion energy

)missions
)~~~ ~

e *



then the MOleS no Of protective fl~m llquld fWtdl eva~,orated

per microexp~oslon and tlJetemperature 10 to wh)Ch the v~p,>r

‘F’’”~”/Is heated are givenr,y.

‘v ‘XLJ
n-
0 Ativ

and:
AH l-t

To = TV ‘$ ~
v v

whpre AHV, Cv, and Iv are respectively the hedt of

vaporizatio,l, the molar specific heat of the vapor, and the

temperature at which the vapor is generated. bit!use

representative average values tor these properties, The amount

of vapor formed per pellet microexplosiun can also be expressed

In terms of a vapor density:

‘VYXDM
‘o = AHV Vc

( J,‘)‘)

and the corresponding pressure is given by:

RTO
po-~Po

For B particular conwnercial applications pellet design inertial

fusion reactor cavity first wall ar~a is often scaled with

pell~t yield. We have adopted this convention, and therefore we

have:



and, If gecmetrlc slmllltude is maintained when scallng, thrn:

Vc - G (k YXO)2’2

where 6 1s a geometry factor. G has the form:

for spherical reactor CiivltlkS and:

for cylindrical cavities, where 7~ 1s the ratio of cavity length

to cavity diameter.

Substitution of these results into our expression for the

clearing time gives us:

where for the case uf exhaust through a nozzle:

---%* ‘T ,/’..~_
~Ty+T~

G(k~+O)3/2
‘l~. b _/’—— ---

]nd for cavity cledring by condensation:
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Thu use of cc)nstafit,representative reed:’vd Iues uf thl’rmopt~,)ti[.,1t

propurt ius wi 11 rusult irldcceptdl,lc ac(,JI’dcy.

The effec! s of substances other ihan evapordtcd 1iquid metal , u.g. ,

pellet debris , on blowciuwrlphenomena are negl igible arid ttw vapor

composition is the sdmfia“,that of the ltquid.

For modified wetted-wal ! reactor cdvlties, thcrmdl transport throiiglI

protectiv~’ liquid metdl f llms is suff’ici~wtl.yrdpid and t.h~r~t.[~of



Iti can nm Cleauce that t* decreases ult-, Increase In TV

although the effect IS rnlnor because typically 10 >>TV),

ncl&HV, ma Increases with Increase in Cv, fv~ ancl [\ t.‘.4. (4y’
XIJ’

In order to generate spec~flc results using ~pleprecealnq

heory, be have lnvestlg,~tect the use of llthlum as the

rotective liquld metal in spherlca] reactor cavltle$. UP hdv(’

lso introduced an acldl~lonal Simplifying approxlmatlon:

ithlum vapor IS taken to be ertlrely InOnoatomlc, rather thdrl

lly mostly mor,~atomlc. The values that we have dsed for IV,

,, blfv, and ~ are respectively lUUU k, 25.0 J/mol K,

,58 x 105 J/mu], and 1.67. Some results of our parameter

,udles are sumnar~zed In Figs. 2 and 3. The most important

lpllcatlon of these numerics] results is a r~inforcernent of

Ir earner clalm that removdl of evaporated prote~tlve 1Iquld

tal fr~w wetted-wall reactor cavltles can be accomplished

ch more rdpldly by condensation th~n by exh~ust throuyt~ d

Zzle.



quid Metal Allowable Temperature R~se and—..
Required Throughput and Alter~~tlves to L;thlum—. -

In general, there are upper and lower operating temperature Ilmlt$ for

wetted-wall inertial fusion reactGr cavities. The meltlng point (e.g., 459 1

for lithium) of the liquid metal used for first wall protection, pl~$ a

reasonable Safety marglrl~ determines the lowf?r Iimlt.

The upper limit i< determined by cavity conditions required for

transmission of driver ent;rgy pulse~ through cdvlty atmospheres ~

with aLCeptdble d-gradation. In general, these Condlt)ons are not well

established, but are typically characterized simply in terms of estimateJ

upper limits on species-dependent cavity atmosphere atomi~ number dvnsitle!, .

For, e.g., lithium cavity atmosphe~~s, the eStlMdted Critical atom numb~r

density for acceptable transmissiull uf CL!21aser light pulst’~ of M PUIS(I

durations (- I n~) and total energie$ (- 1 to 10 MJ) required for corrner~l,+l

applications
15is estimated at 10 /(:m. Acceptable focusing and propagatiorl

of heavy ion p~lses through cavity atmospher~ may be possible OnlY for numij~r

densities as low ~s 10’2/cm , which corresponds to d-14’ torr cavity -

atmosphere pressurvs. Thus, an upper limit on cavity operating temperature is

determined by the vapor number t sity in thermal equilibrium with liquid

metal leaving reactor cavities. . ractice, the protective film liquid must

exit caviiies at somewhat lower temperatures.

Experimental values for Li and L12 partial pressures and derived total

llth~um \tom number densities in equilibrium with the liquid are displayed in

Fig. 4. Thus, the inlet temperature of lithium used for first wall protection

in wetted-wall inertial fusion reactor cavities must be greater than - 510 K

(the mltlng temperature plus - 100 K). Its outlet temperature cannot exceed

’81O K (the tmpera;;re$orresponding to an equilibrium lithfum atom vapor

number density of 10 /cm minus - 100K) if a C02 laser driver is to be

employed, If a heavy ton driver is to be accommodated and the crltlcal number

density ~s 1012/cm%, then with a 100 K safety marg~n. the lith~ulfloutlet

temperature



would be - 525k, In the C02 laser case, the permlsslhle temperature rise of

the ]Ithlm 1$ thu$ - 300 K, whereas, unless one or both of the safety margln$

are r~uced, the a]]cwable temperature rise with heavy ion drfvers is

cllscour~glngly small, i.e., only - 15 K, The large Ilquid metal circulation

rates implied by sucn small temperature rises man large pumping power

requirements

The above result fur hedvy ion drivers 1s one rea~on why the use of

alternative ]lqulct metals with lower vapor pressures than lithium in thr

temperature range up to - 1~1) K are being considered for first wa~l

protection in wetted-wall reactors adapted for use with this C]d$s of

arlvers. The llquld metdl In fluld-wdll reactors that employ thick layc’rsto

reduce neutron, as well AISx ray and ion, damage to first wdlls must Still

contain lithium for tri~ium breeding purposes. Thu$, severely restrictions of]

the chGlce of protective liquid-metal systems in ssuch reactors. The thin

protective llquid+etdl films in wetted-wall reactors rwed not breed tritlum

dnd therefore any liquid metal suitable on other grounds can be used for first

wall protection in this class of reactors. Furthermore, while the bldnhct

must breed tritium to close the tritium fuel cycle, the b~dnket need not

contdln d liquid nn’t~l dnd can operate dt substdntidlly different temperature

and pressure levels, [ven if the low cavity vdpOr density requirements

currently projected for heavy ion drivers prove to be unnecessary, the

separation of first wall protection and tritium breeding functions could turn

out to be importdnt for Su~ces5ful Con’rnerclalization of inertial fusion with

laser, as well as heavy ion, drivers.

Even if J~lowable temperature rise considerations are not significant for

d particular liquid metal, higher operating temperature levels can result in

more efficient utilization of fusion energy and, e.g., less expensive electric

power, If the cost of materials required for alternative llquid metal

cont~inrnent and circulation at higher temperatures are not excessfve compared

to lower-temperature operat~on with lfthium. Favorable characteristics of

llquld metals for first wall protection In wetted-wall reactors, In addition

to a large allowable temperature rise and a low meltlng point, Includt high

llquld thermal conductivity and speclflc heat capacity, low liquid viscosity

and density, 10U vapor specific heat and high ratla of vabor



specific heat capacity at constant pressure to !ipeciflc heat capacity at

constant v6;GZ (e.g., monoat@nic rather than polyatomic vapors), and a hlq’

molar heat of ‘Iapoi‘;ation. The liquid properties determine heat tranSfer an:

transport char~cteristics and purrping power requirements. The remain&m’) (T ~

affect cavity clearing times and hence reactor pulse repetition rate.

Alternatives to lithium that have been suggested for use in wetted-wall

reactors includ~! various lead/lithium mixtures (e.g., 83 at ‘~filead, MT -

533 K, 10-4
●3U

torr vapor pressure -
fi
K), the lead/bismuth eutectic (- 44 at z.

Pb, - 39.2K, - 860 K), and tin (- S05 K, - 109(1K). in general, theS?

dlternative$ exhibit physical property values that are less favorable thdf

those of lithium, e’{cept for higher upper operating temperatures

higher pumping power ~equirements, less efficient heat transfer,

cavity clearing. In particular viscosities and densities of the

greater, liquid specific heat capacities and therm~l conductivity

resultlnq Ill

and slower

Iiquld ar(’

es are 10WLIT-,

vapor specific hedt capacities are higher and molar heats of vaporization ar-t

lower. Melting points for some of these alternatives are only moderately

higher than for pure lithium, while for others, melting points are~.. ..
substantially lower. Thus, theqlowel operating temperature ‘l;mlt~ and

allowable temperature rises for \hese liquid metals in wetted wall reactor

acvities are acceptable.

Thf throughput of liquid metal requirtid to remove all pellet energy

release and ne,jtron interaction energy trapped in reactor cavities can be

expressed as:

●

where ;, V, YT, CL, pL and ATA are respectively the mass and volume

throughputs of liquid metal, trapped energy per pellet microexplosion, ttie

specific heat capacity and density of the liquid, and the mean rise in

tm,per,,ture permitted the liquid in passing through the cavity. For example,

for a 200-K temperature rise in a wetted-wll cavity operat~d at 10 hertz and

trapping 50MJ per pellet microexplosion in the cavity with llthium (with

o~ -0.494 g/cm3~ and an average value for CL of

418 J/gK) as the liquid metal, we have values of 399 kg/s and 0.81 m3/s

respectively for A and ~. Neither of these values is particularly large.



Hydrodynmlcs and Stability of Protective

Liquid Metal F:lms

The hydrodynamics of protective liquld metal films that are bombarded

with pulsed radiation of both limited (soft x rays and pellet debris iof::’

and substantial (neutrans and hard x rays) penetrating power wil; be

canplex. Pulsed near-surface soft x-ray and pell~t debris energy depojltlor

resultlng in surface ablation, followed by subsequent Condensation, pulsefl

nonuniform hard x-ray and neutron volumetric energy deposition that may

generate significant shock ~~ves, and possible vibrdtlon Of Cdvity first

w,3115 will act to disrupt such films. Centrifugal forces (whel~f~rst wall’,

are curved in the direction of flw) and forces developed by ablat!on,

COnd(2nSdt10n currents, and high gas pressures during part of cavity CJ’C

tr,aytild in preserving the films and forcing them to re din on cavity wa

dur present understanding of the complex pnelomena involved and availab

resources do not permit accur~tp analysis of film flow under these

conditions. Therefore, we have concentrated on ana!yses of what is required

to completely restore the films, ~ssuming complete disruption, between

successive pellet microexplosions and to pruvide the thermdl energy transport

capacity required to remove pellet x ray, debris ion, and neutron energy

trapped in reactor cavities. In the proces~various details of steady film

flow have been examined by analyz~ng a simple modl I of the flow. We have

confined our attention for the present to spherl ~1 reactor cavities with

tanq~ntial, downward injection of liquid metal through horizontal,

circular-slit nozzles located at specified angular distances from the top

(upper pole) of the cavities. The Injected liquid metal exits through drains

In the bottans of the cavities.

As we d~scuss in a subsequent section of this report concerned with

protection of injection nozzles and admlsslon of laser beams and recoverage

of cavity walls after each mlcroexploslon, we consider It llkely that

fnjectton nozzles at only a single location will not be satisfactory tn all

instances. In addition, other cavity geometries, ●specially cylindrical, may



also be of interest. If vertical cylindrical cavities are of intere$t, t~e

only way to use centrifugal force to aid in holding protecti;’e films on first

walls $s to inject fluid in a tangential partially horizontal direction,

whereas with horizontal cylindrical cavities, directly downward injection can

be used. However, at present w do not have definitive result: to establish

the importance of the contributions of centrifugal fo.-ces to satisfactory

oper ‘ion of the concept and may be guilty of overemphasizing their

impo~ .flnce. In any event, film flows in cavities with different geometrie$

and with multiple injection nozzles involve the same basic ;rinciples and cdr,

presumably be attacked by the same methods.

Our analysis of the protective Iiquid+netdl film flow in modified

wetted-wall reactor cdvities is based on d number of simplifying assurnptior,s

and approximations:

● The film flow is everywhere fully-developed, turbulent, steauy, and

one-dimensional . In parti~ular, the distance in the direction of flow

from the injection nozzle required for change from the turbulent velocity

profile in the lnJeCtlOn nOZZle to thdt of the wdl~ jet is smdl~ and/or

the difference between the two is small. Also, second-order effects due

to changes in flow path width, curvature of the reactor cavity first

wall, and slowing down and thickening of the film along the flow pat] are

neglected. Changes in flow path widtn, except where diversion around

beam ports, which we will discuss later, is required, may not be a

significant consideration for cylindrical cavities. Effects of curvature

of reactor cavity first walls on film flow will not generally be of much

concern for the thin films under consideration.

● Friction factors and velocity profiles derived from pipe flow experiments

can be adapted to accurately predict wall jet friction factors and

velocity profile~.

● Shear stress at the free surface of the film can be neglectad, a very

good approximation when vapor denslttes are low.



● Changes in important, phy’;ical property valu?s along the film in the

direction Of flow can De RegleCted, e.g., Decause the film !s very nearly

isothermal during the portions of the reactor cycle for which the

analysis is intended to be applicable, or, alternatively, the use of

representative constant average values of the physical properties will

not introduce unacc<ptabie e“-ror into the analysis.

The geometry of the model is l??ustrat~cl schematically in Fig. 5.

A simple, but accurate, fully-developed, t~rbulent, time-averaged

velocity profile model based on the results of pipe flow experimentsi was

adapted for the f)rt?SefIt wall-jet analy”his by substitution of the film

thickness for pipe radius:

,W ~llrl ‘~linl,(eli

where v(x,e), v~(e), 6((3), and n(N ~(e) are resp~ctively the
R,]

time-smoothed velocity parallel to the solid surface as a functicm of

distance x from the solid surface ana afigular position b from the upper pole

of the spherical reactor cavity, the angular pcsition-dependent (or local)

maximum film velocity (at the free surface of the film), the local film

thickness, and the so-called flow irdex, a furlction of the luca! film

Reynolds number NRe(e), defined as:

(w’)

-f
(r.

where
Q is the kinematic viscosity of the liq~id and V,e is the angular

G
posltion-dependent time-smoothed average (over the film thic~ness) velocity.

~ values of the funCtlOn n(NRe(0)) are listed in Table I . L

The correlation:

1’

f (f
“/2(0) -0.8686 in [2je )~]-



0.8686 In [1 + 4.64 e NRe(e) f“2(e)/a(e)] + 1.14

=0.8686 in [6(e)/e] -

0.8686 in [1 + 9.28 ~L/e~(e)f’/2(e)]~f.14

for @iction factor f(e) as a function of Reynolds numbtr, film

tr, and equivalent sand roughness e was adapted from a very accur~te

empl.
6iil correlation for flow in artificially roughened pipes by replacing

pipe radius with film thickness. The equivalent sand roughness can be

interpreted as a height characteristic of so;id surface roughness elements

and is obtained for pipes constructed of a specified material by



Cunparlng ~xperlmental frlCtlOn factor values for these Pipes With those

measured unaer lclentlca~conditions in pipes artificially roughenea Wltn sanfl

particles of known, uniform size attacnea to the pipe walls by adhesives.

Representative values OT e for comnon pipe materials of cunstructlon are

listed in Table 11.

Mass conservation for the llQJl~ metal protective flir car,L5 expressel~

in the form:

(local flow j)atnWlath!ilocal T1lT1tnlckn~ss](locai average Velclcltj I =

lcgnstant~
L

,\
or: \

where the ~u~scrlpt a denotes con~ltlon~ at ttl~ p~lnt 07 lnjectlon Gf L’E

film and EL 1S llguia density. Cunservatlon of momentum In the dlrectlon

of flow for an element of film lylng Detweefi the angular posltlons e“s e and
?

Ae can be formulate~ as:

(net rate of accumula:lon of momentum wlthln element

(net rate Of Convection Of fIIOmentJmfrom element) =

(Su~atlOn Of fOrCeS aCtlng on flulCl ●lthin elemetit)

)+

(+2)

6ecause the flow, althOugh a f~nction of angular position, is steady, the

first term in this mc)rl~ntumbalance 1S zero.
~--.- J.s@

The >Cczqd term o? the right

hand side is given by:
—-

The forces acting on the fluid within the element are com~onents of the body

force gravity in the direction Of flow that acts throughout the element to



drive the flow and the surface friction force which

wall boundary to oppose the flow. These two forces

respective terms:

[P9

and:
(.b

I

t- 2sR sin~(e) Rae] [~u(e)]
I
e + Ae/2

acts at the film/first

give rise to the

.
;C,..,

on the right hand side of the momentum balance, where g is the acceleratiorl

of gravity and TW(e) is

fluid/solid interface.

the taking oi” limits as

the local nwmentum fiux or she~r stres~ at the

Combination of the various terms, rearrangement, and

approaches zero results in.

~ ‘Lsin (a)~O 6(0)v2a(e, x)dx )

for the momentum balance.

The integral in the preceding equation can be evaluated as follows.

First we note that:

1 6(e) 2 n(NRe(0))
o V (e,x)dx =

-$2 ‘~4V&fiT.
h?



,

The variation of the function of n(NRe(e))& the right hand side of t is

relation with variation in NRe(e) is also indicated in Table 1. Me see

that this factor is very nearly constant and that setting it equal to a

representative constant value K represents a useful approximation, which we

have adopted, that will not introduce significant inaccuracy into the

analysis. Also, by definition:

=M(e) -[1/2 pL12(e)l [f(e)]

Thus, we h~ve approximately for the momentum balance:

-#[sin (e) A(e);*(e)] =~sin2(e) s(e) -

? ~,fL

“’-;&-’ --7$,)72( )f(e)
e, \ [57;

where f(e) is obtained by solving the friction factor correlation, The

continuity equation can be used to eliminate 6(9) from the momentum balance

and the friction factor correlation to give respectively:

f-ll~[e) .0.8686 in [2 sin ’(eo)6(oo)T(eo)le sin) (e)~(e)] -

t(e) - Iqe)



then leads to.

+
dd Q . c1 sin (e) - c2 sin (e) d3/2 f(e)

e
,1.

4. ““’”,7,*\
and :

— ,“’”._~-

,,

f-w(o) - 0.8686 In [2 sin (eo)6(eo);(eo)/e sin’’(e)d1/2(e)]-
‘,

.,
t

“, \

. 0.8686 in [1 + 9.28 NL/e}l/Z(e) f1~2(e)] + 1.14, -// <6- -—— -_ - -—_—..-— -
A FORTRAN computer prcgram called LElFILP15has !?~enwritten to integrate

this dlffcrentlal equation using the fourth-order Runge-Kutla metho’!.

N%ton-Rapheson integration is used to solve the friction factor equatlor.

The output of the program includes local film thickness, average veloclty,

Reynolds number, fr~ction factor, and time for a fluid element travel linq at

the local average (across the film thickness) velocity to move from th(’

location of the injection nozzle to any angular position as functions of

an9Uldr position on the first wall. The sensitivities of protective film

flow characteristics to variation< in reitcbor cavity radius, injection

velocity, initial film thickness, location of the injection nozzle, and the

roughness of the first wall surface have been investigated for lithium at

Some results OF these parameter studies600 K (nL - 0.006895 cm2/s)Z -_ , _

are presenled in Figs &J . It mUSt be recognized thdt at <me point near

the brtt~m of the spherical cavity as the film becomes very thick and thu

liquid metal mere properly viewed as constituting a shallow pool, the model

used in the analysis is no longer valid. However, it should also be

recognized that at tnis point film stability, first wall COverage, etc.,

probably are no longer in doubt.

lhe Injection velocity required for complete reformation of a protective

film over th~ upper portion of a spherical reactor cavity between the angular

position of injection eoand another angular position e following each

pellet mlcroexplosion can be estimated as follows. We approximate the film

flow durfng the reestablishment period by the fully-developed, steady flow

described above. The angular distance travelled by a fluid element moving

everywhere at the local cverage film veloclty in a time equal to the fraction

fv of the intermicroexplosion time l/v avuilable for film reest~bllshment

Is given by:



The function=R

.f v;. ‘R(e)

angular distance over which the film is reestablished during the spectfled

fraction of the period betwe n pellet microexplosions can be estimated ‘“? “1
,’

{ ,.
N----(x’ . ‘4,,,:4’”

;J [k+) !J’:

.,

However, as noted previously:
‘.\-’

?< s ,v~’\
L’ ( ‘J\

n(fiRe(e))+~ _.te\l,\’iI~
vM(e) “ –-n~g;~+- ‘~~

and the value of the factor Containing n(NF![,(e)) varlt!~ by on!y d fe~

pe)cent from 0.9 in the Reynolds number range of interest. Thll’;,thl)uppt)r

boljnd differs from the more Corlservative est,lmdte by only aboJt 1[)~,.

The question of stability of protective liquid metal films perturbed by

pellet emissions illmodified wetted-wall reactor cavltie$ will be extremvly

difficult to answer using p~.esent theory and computational tools. Resort to

experiment will probably be necessary. He are not concerned here with more

familiar instabilities such as transition from laminar to turbulent flo~,

free surface waviness, et ., and have no doubt that first wall coverage can

be maintained with films of the type under consideration provided they are

not perturbed. Instead, we are interested in whether or not the films will

separate from cavity walls and fragment as a result of the impulses generat~’d

by x-ray, pellet debris ion, and neutron energy deposition, ablation from

ftlm free surfaces, and wall vibration. We have already listed the forces

that may aid in preserving film integrity. Und~sturbed films become very

thick at the bottom of spherical cavities and we do not expect complete

disruption of the films over the bottom portions of spherical cevlty first

walls. If any portion of the first wall Is uncovered by pellet

microexplosions, then the protective film in this region must bc



reconstituted before the next pellet burn if excessive rates of damage to th~

first wall Is to be avoided. If recoveragc of the entire first wall is

required after each pellet microexplosion, then the results in Fig. &>—~L

indfcate that undeslrble limitations may be imposed on reactor pulse

repetition rates unless multiple injection nozzle locations are used. In

addition, severe fragnentatlon of protective film Ilquid or condensation t

form droplets could result in formation of an aerosol thdt IS dlff]cult tr,

clear rapidly from reactor cavities. lhls latter pO\51hlllty, which has a

yet not been investigated in a definitive way, is corrrnonto all fluld-wall

inertial fusion reactor concepts.

Hmever, we are optimistic that thu fast-oving, relatively thick film,

under consideration will be relatively stable, e~pecially over the low~~I”

hemisphere of spheric~l cavities. Me also recogniz~ that probably only

experiments can definitively confirm this view. bie alfptifeel that rd;~lll

condensation on first w~lls and other structure that ]~ maintainf’~i

sufficiently cool, but exposed by film disruption, may also reducv tll(

necessity for com~~letc rec~veragt’ after every pellei mlcrovxplosiollm



IABLE 1: Reynold$ number (hpc) dependence of turbulent flow Index (n)

for pipe flow.

,*

\’

‘i>e n

6.(J

6.6

7.0

8.8

lLJ.O

10,0



Tdble 11: Equivalent sand roughnesses (e) for SOITW pipe

materia!f of construction.

Material

Polished metals

Conmwrcial steel or wrojght iron

Asphalt~d cast iron

Galvanized iron

Cast iron

Smooth con~ret~’

e (cm)

0.000
0.005

0.01?

0.015

0.0?6

0.030



Centrifugal Acce~cratlon and Pressure of Film———
in Spherical Cavities

Neglecting gravity &nd second order effects due 10 the

~nge in veloclty, thickne~s, and f~ow path width of the flllr

:,1distance In the direction of flow, the magnitude of tht’

:eleration imparted to a fluid element as it is forced to

low d Curved path 1s:

l!ie pressure at any point in the fllnl 1s glverl by: #c.

:he pressure at th~ free surface is taken as equal to zero

~onzero pressure a!. the free surface is additive), where x

:he distance through the film from the solid/fluid

!r’face. The pressure at the pipe wall Pu(e) is therefore:
~,. !,“W:l’, 1 ~l...~

d

n(NRe(e)) ~
Pw(o) - “ 13L6(CI)

vM2(e)

‘Re(o) )
+7

m
“K

72 ~
‘KoL a(e)

-#



.

Is an example, if w (e), 6(6), k, and pi are respectively lWU cm/j,
,,

! cm, 2 m, 0.5 glcm~, and n(hke(e))ls 1(J,then the acceleration at

;he free surface 1s - 5.5 G, but Pti(e) 1s only - 4.3 x 10-3 atr.



Nozzle De~i~n

yJ
Alttrocrgh#e are not yet In a posit]on to ascertain the Importance of

influences of the lnltlal veloclty and pressure dlstrib~tlon,~:.’’tm’”~”~” ~.v ,..,/
the lnjectlon nozzle, on such significant characteristics of~llqulct’met~l ‘--’--“

films u~~A~ )r

prot.aclw+-d_~ Ud 11s ~nd 191

en- as unlformlty, Stdblllty, abiilty to spilt the flow around beam port~,

etc. However, unlfol’m exit pressures (outside of thin boundary layers) anti

negligible secondary flows are probably desirable. Large dlschargt’

coefficients (ratte & mass fh~~~~+rme—~ 1

nozzle thal ew$ub~ wrkiw’g~lWJn”TllF~~

coridltion% 4—e~&~ are also clearly desired for

mlnlmlzdtlon of pumping power. The nozzle geometry required for inject iorlof

liquid metal films Into wetted wall reactor cavities is unusual - they must hr

in the form of long, narrow slits - and only recently hds design of suctI

nozzle~ received much attention. In addition transition from a circular

conduit to the planar nozzle geometry is of concerrl.

The four nozzle configurations depicted schematically in Figure 7 have

been examined recently in a series of experiments designed to permit rating of

them on the basis of uniformity of flow, turbulence ~ntensity, total pressure

loss, and discharge coefficient.’ Table 111 is a surmnary of the resultant

rankings and experimental discharge coefficient, values are presented in

Figure ~ti. Nozzle geometries A and C both appear to be superior to nozzle

geometries B and D al

words of caution are

swmnarized here were

the characteristic d

d to have acceptable characteristics. However, a few

necessary here. The experiments whose results are

performed at low Reynolds number values (for slit lengtl

nwnsion, 3.4 x 103 to 2.5 x 104), wh~reas nozzle

Ileynolds number values of interest for the present application may approach

10? On the other hand, the experimental discharge coefficient values

appear to approach asymptotically constant values as the Reyrolds number

Increases.

,.



A further concern is erosion and corrosion, which generally Increase WItrI

Increase In velocity in liquld metal flow loops, of nozzles. Periocllc

replacement of nozzles m~y be required and designs that permit inexpens,v~

(Im maintenance costs) and rapid (short downtimes, If replacement during

necessary shutdoun for other scheduled maintenance is not possible)

replacanent may be essential.



Nozzle Characterlstlcs Quality

Be51 Fdlr Hurst

Unlformlty of flo~ E A,L,[j ---

Turbulence lntenslty A,b,[ ----- D

Total pressure loss B A,[ D

Discharge coefficient A,[ LJ b



PLIMPIhb PoufrnRI QuIRECJ FM. CIRLULLT]U3 UF .Iu.,::—. ..— .-. —. -— —. ..——_.. — -——

HETA~ FOk FIRST HA-L PR2TECTIU’I_— -—_____ ____

The steady-f low mechdnlcal energy equdtlon for the externdl portlor Cf

the Ilquld metdl Clrculdtlcm system Cleplcted Scnemdtlcdlly In F~g. q cd’

be expressecI in the form:

work per unit reds> helqtl[ db~ve d horlzorltdl referenct pld!lt, vt-

fdCtOr (rdt10 Of V2 tO i’), ]C)cdl dVerdg(” veloclty of tnr floklrl:

conversion of tlow energy Into lnterndl energy by VISCOUS force:,

10s.s) per Unit ma\5 flowlng thrOugh thk externdl portion of the c

the actudl pumplny power requirement and tnt? Subscrlptf A, 6, dn~l

the lnd~catcd stdtlon$ around the flow loop. The Stdtlurl ( 15 ;o~?tt:(ld[

the vend contracta of the injection nozzlt’.

The friction loss in the external portion of the flow loop can I)t’t~rok~’f

up into a tidriety of term$:



c~fflc lent, and the subscripts P, B, CL, Fk, and Ha refer respectlv~;.~ t;

pipes, bends, contrdctlons ma expansions, vdlves and otner flttlngs and tht

heat exchangers. Typical valves of,”~ are - (J.65. --- .+@lb ,!*’ PJ
P

The veloclty In tne vena contracta of the in~ectlon nozzle can h(.

related to the presure arop acro~s the nozzle dccordlna tLI:

—— .— .- — ..— -—-—.—

where L
LJ

IL the CllSChdrCJt? COefflClent (mdXlmUfl, vdlue - LJ.Y) dlscu~st,,! lr

tne preceding $ectlorl. Also:

‘c =-v(bo)

SO that:

We further simpllfy our analysis by introducing a number of additional

assumptions and approximations:

o The external portion of the liquid metal circuit is generously sized so

that the friction loss per unit mass in this portion of the flow loop

can be neglec;ed.



o The veloclty at stations A and L are either low enouqr tc be neq:e:t+;

or differ negl~glbly.

o The nozzle outlet correspord~ to lLs vend contractd.

o Neglect of varlatlon< ~r( ~]quld proper?. les aroun: Lr,. flow 10up WI1l r, “

Introduce slgnlflcant PrrJr.

(1.’

where H \ ldrge enough to dcconlnuddte d bldr)keL drld ne~e!$s.dry roo’r” f(!

pumps, pipe bend~, etc. Comtllndtlon of these results with Eq. ~~ re<~lll’, II :

“m - 2W R sin (eo) 6(eo) ~(eo)~L
.%



He see that the effects of increasing PL on P
P

are mln~m]zed by } , ,4-

mlnlmlzlng k dncl H and that recluclng ~ reduces P Both~l and (.9
P’ %

are, for practical purposes, fixed.

As an example, If we use llthlurn as the protective llquld ~tal

(PL = 0.494 g/cm3j,

“l& a

use the reccnmnended va!ues Iar [D (0.9) and:N~

(0.8C), and let @o, a(eo), ~(:o), R and H be respectively 15°, ? CIT.

20m/s, 2 m, and 6 m (giving V = 1.3CI m3/s and ; = 04.1 kg/5), we obtain P

- G,261 Mne, By way of comparison, the above parameter values mlgh[

correspond to a s-hertz reactor with 150-MJ yield pellets whose qro:,’,

tnermdl power 1s at least 750 f%lt. The corresponding electrl~ ponvr outI~It

would typically exceed 25U Male. Furthermore, If the requlre~: Increa> In

V(60) with lncredse in pellet yield, and hence with R, IS not exce~slv?,

then becau~e ~ increases approximately as Y
112

a s}mlldr rdtlo of pt)w(’~

consumption for Ilquid metdl circulation to power prodlctlon per- cdvltv

wf-Iuldbe representatlv~. power consumption becomes a more !.lgnlflcart

concern If the use of muc:l high dtomlc number llquld metdls. 1s contempl~tt’:,

for not :Inly are they generally Conslderdbl,y more dense, but also ty~lCdl IV

halve substantially ]Wer Speclflc he~t CdpaCite5 so that Clrculatlorl dt d

mucn O“Pater mdys rate fOr the Sdme duty rndy he necessdry. By Wdy of

example, if the protective llquid metdl were Li2 PIJ) af)d the allowdlIl\J

temperature rise renldlned the same, we would have o, - I(J.5 g/CnI’]

instead of - 0.5 g/cr113and c
L - 0.155 J/gK instead if - 4

that m would have to IX - 570 times as great if the circu

determined by thermal transport considerations alone with

through walls. However, thP flow rate assumed above for

2 JlgK, SU

dtion rate wer~

no transfer

ithium is dlmost

four timc~ that required for thermal energy transport. Also, because of

much higher density, the requil-ed volume flow rate incre~se is less ar~d

pressure drops through nozzles depend on volume flow rate squared rather

than mass flow rate and on density orlly to the first power.



Protection of Injection NozzlesL

>pl itting cf Fiow Around Beam Ports, Etc.

The injection nozzles (and any other equiprnenc that must protrude into

wetted-wall reactor cavities) must be protected from pellet soft x ray and

debris ion emissions. In addition, the protective liquid metal film must be

pierced by openings for passage of driver beams and some first wall structure

requiring protection could be exposed in forming these openings. 1~

sal~~~ ner la ,.
.-----
c~ Me do have some ideas for protection of injection nozzles. Assured

protection of small areas by controlled see+age of liquid metal through porou:,

walls is believed to be easier than similar protection of large area$. Thich

sacrificial shields could be used over small areas and these small areas r.ould

be designed for convenient periodic changeout.

The types of liquid metal films under consideration for first wall

protection in modified wetted-wall reactor concepts apparently will place son)’

restrictions on location of driver beam parts or at least make design for

arbitrary placement more difficult. A substantial degree of ~:niformity of

illumination may be required for corrrnercialapplications pellet.s, although

this has not yet been established and current trends are away from

uniformity]. On the other hand, sheer bulk of beam L ‘mzport and final

focusing equipnlent for some drivers may force spreading out of beam ports.

T~~ ~ to all fluid-.— —. ~~~~ ●

If complet~ reformation of protective films after each pellet microexplosion

is necessary and cavity sizes are such that this cannot be Rccomplishcd by

~njection nozzles at only one location, the use of multipl~ slit Injection

nozzles may make desfgn for relatively uniform illumination easier. It’beam

ports can be clustered ~n a vertical linear array extending from reactor top

to reactor bottom, then simple raised lipt, which will, however, require some

protection, can be used to kerp film Iiquld in~~

r~ from intruding Into beam tubes. If only a single

locatlon for protective film injection dt the top of a reactor cavity is



provided and diversion around beam ports is required, raised lips and

auxiliary vanes (which can perhaps be submerged) ~re sug~ested for splittlng

and rejoining of the films.

The solutions suggested above to the perceived problems of noz~le

protection and provision for driver pulsed energy Injection are clearly only

conceptual in nature. H~,~sea Solutlons an ~-k ?T)d

and-~uf71 eve]opm~nt to solutlons to th~ ~~~ (J

for o~~+~~ ,LeLL~~

Nonetheless, considerably more study of these prohlems,,will

~be required. ‘- ,
-‘.,.. ~

1,

,, - ~t”,,:,
.,, -,

iv., --, ,/4



Closure

Amodlfication of the original wetted-wall inertial fusion rector

concept for conrnercial applications ~in Wlch restor~}jgD Of ~..——

atmosphere ~ llwQxlleL micraxplo5im5 to C*+eqtf%d -44JC

dryer energy pulse transmission to targets wlt~~a~——.
acco~l ished by P@<l of vaporized llquld metal u:,ed f~r &iwHy4tr%L w~ll—

pr~ltiu-1~~ .- #e-++qwidm@KAT Tilms-a~oW~rclng

th~ ~~gl 1) n~$ been duscribcd. ltl~

modification (In which cavity atmo{pheri’ restoration is dccompli~hf’:1 ,hrol)q~

Condensatlun and first w~l I coverage by inJectlon through silt nozilt’$j

offers a number of potential advantages when cmpared to the orlglndl

wetted-wall concept, including:

* assur~d redr.tor cavity tlrst wall prolectlorl;

Illqhur redctur pulsl’ repctltlon rat~’s;

* Separdt loll of ljl~nket arid flrSt wall] pl.otuctlorl functiol)’i;

● adaptat)llity for use with heavy-ion dr]v~’rs,

A numbrr of the topics that must be considered lr~estahlishir~g thu tt’(llr~i~,]l

and economic Viability of our modified wt’?ttt?d-wallconceLlt hiivv bt~e!l

Wdressed with favorable results. The: includr:

* cavity clearirlg timvs;

* pumping power requiremcrits;

● ftrst wall recoverage time;

* film thicknesses;



● protection of expo, cd structure and dlverslon aroun[ bt?d: 9ort5;

● film stability;

* thermdl ent’rgv trdnsporl requlremcf)[’);

● neutron kinet:c and l“ltCrZICtlOrlenergy cleposltlon in th(’ f I!m(>; dlll~

l.iwpv~r, tl~~’rvare ddd)tlondl qufstlon$, sonw ccmrnon to all fl~ld-w,~ll

lncrtldl fusion reactor conc~pt$ and Othcrtpecullar to our n(Iw con~cp~, ttlJt

mu~t be answered lf viat)ility of the new concept 15 to be conf lrnl(’(liI01

example, wu must devdlop:

● thcur-y or expurim(’nts to Lhdrdctcrizv posslblc filn] frdgml)rltati(}rl411il

-.,
● ✎acro!>(~l furmdtloll;

* solutions to pott!fltldlcurrosiorl/erosiol~prohlem~;

* designs for prntect~on of exposed structure and diversion of films

around beam ports;

* theory or experiments to better characterize the energy partition! and

* th’ tools t3 examine various aspects of reactorldriier interfaces,

pell,’t l~lje~tif~tland trackfng, etc.



in modified wetted-wall reactors. The required degree of u~~lformity of

pellet illumination also needs tu be definitively established.

tiehave not yet begun the difficult optimization process that would lead

to selection of a wotective liquid metal and #fl*4

that would result in the minlmuni cost of, say,

production of e rtial fusion energy source<. The

optimum set of p ,,will, in general, be differerlt for different

drivers, +energy conversion cycles, etc., and the d–~

c@uawrwIll undoubtedly change $.lbstantlally as our ICvel o’ under~tandlrlg

Jof modified wetted-wa I cavit,v phenmenology increases. The effects of
:~lf. -#L :~$c4,+;0,+

changes in *I ~ ~= will extend throughout a fusion powe!

plant and therefore a major systems study will be required for opt.lmizatlon.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of modified wetted-wall intrt ial fusion comnerclal
applications reactor concept.

~
Fig. @. Lil and Liz partial pressures and correspendlng equilibrium

vapor lithlum atcm density.
z

Ffg. ~ Effect of variation of parameter values one at a time about a
refer~~ ~ set of values on the cavity clearing time for Clearlng by
exhau .hrough a nozzle.

A*

Fig.@ Effect of variation of parameter values one at a time about a
reference set of values on the cavity clearlng time for clearlnq tIJ
condens~t ion.

Fly. 5. Schsmatic of simplified film flow model.

Fig. 6. Film thickness, reformation time, and average velocity as functlor c
of angular position for various initial film thicknesses wit~l

e. . 15°, v(eo) - 20 m/s, c = 0.002, R . 2 m, and
~L = 0.007895 cm2/~.

Fig. 6b. Film thickness, reformation time, and averdge velocity as function:,
0: angular position for various initial film thicknesses wlt!l
e. = 15°, V(eo) = 5(Jm/s, e = CI.002, R = 2 m, and
nL = 0.007895 cm2/5.

Fig. 6c. Film thickness, reformation time, and average velocity as function!,
of angular position for various initial film thicknesses with
eo - 15°, v(eo) = 1~~ m/s$ e = 0.00?, R m ~ m, and
~L = 0.007895 cm2/5.

Fig, 7. Nozzle geometries whose characteristics have been investigated
experimentally.

( Fig. 8. Experimental discharge coefficients as a function of Reynolds

I number.

Fig, 9. Schematic of liquid metal flow 100IJ.
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